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-n Alaska, a joint project of the US Navy, Air Force and Universi ty of Alaska will 
soon be up and operational. The proje.ct is the High-frequency Active:.Antoral 
Research Program (HAARP). This program was described for the public as an auro1ral research project but has little or nothing to do with the northern lights. The pro

ject name is but the mask behind which the Military hides. The facility, scheduled to 
open this fall, will be used to alter the ionosphere in a manner which will lead to the 
implementation of technology which could be used to change weather patterns, change the 
chemical composition of the ionosphere, or block all global communications. 

In reading the materials gathered for this story, one thing is clear: the Government of 
the United States does not really know what the full impact of this technology will be; yet, 
they are willing to tamper with all of our iJives in the interest of their version of global 
security. If the technology proves to be effective, then the question arises: is it in human
ity's interest for a single government, or any government, to have control over technology 
which could effectively stop al1 communications or change the planet's weather patterns? 

This article was stimulated by a short piece in the April-May 1994 issue of NEXUS. 
The idea that NEXUS would quote an Alaskan daily newspaper sparked my interest in fur
ther researching the story. The swry was based on a 'letter to the editor written by Eric 
Nashlund which appeared in the Anchorage Daily News (November 20, 1994). In part, 
the letter stated: 

"Some startling revelations came to light while researching the back&round of a mili
tary sponsored project starting construction in Gakona... HAARP will be used to 
understand, stimulate and (;ontrol' ionospheric processes that might alter the perfor
mance of communication and surveillance systems' according to a HAARP fact sheet. 
The HMRP environmental impact statement claims negligible ionospheric impact with 
no impact to climate, weather or ozone layer. 

"An ARCG company has the bid for construction of HAARP: ARca Power 
Technologies Inc. APTI holds a patent (#4,686,605) which matches c1osel'y the HMRP 
proposal dealing with transmitting extremely large amounts of radio-frequency energy 
into the ionosphere. It is evident that HAARP will at least test, if not fully implement, 
the patent capabilities. 

"Patent #4,686,605 claims it has the following uses: 'cause...tota.1 disruption of com
munications over a very large portion of the Earth ...disrupting not only land-based com
munications, but also airborne communications and sea communications (both surface 
and subsurface)...missile or aircraft destruction, deflection, or confusion...weather modi
fication ...by altering solar absorption ...ozone, nitrogen, etc. concentrations could be 
artificially increased... 1II 

The United States Military deni.es that the HAARP project has anything to do witb 
these patents. However, a careful review of the government documents leading to the 
contract with APT! leads one to the conclusion that, once again, the Military is deliberate
ly attempting to mislead. While it is true that the device being built will not produce the 
fuH effects described in the p~tents,  it is a necessary step in proving the effectiveness of 
the technology in advance of construction of a larger antenna array which is scheduled to 
begin construction next [northern] summer in Alaska. The intention of the Military is to 
complete construction of the larger second system by 19CJ7. 

This initial project does present risks to communications according to the United States 
Department of Commerce, National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration, Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee. Other risks are unclear in 
the literature related to this project; however, the risks to human physiology from high
frequency electromagnetic radiation are well known. What is really going on with this 
technology? What will the government do when they put into practice the larger antenna 
array? 
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innumerable p.urposes, both in war and! peace. Through the Having read the an.icle in NEXUS, the next stop was to the pub
universal ad'option of this system, ideal conditions for the mainlic library. I pulled the Eastlund patent records and a cold chill ran tenance of law and order will be realized, for then the energy 

through me as I realised that the diagrams I was seeing were remi necessary to the enforcement of right and justice will be nor
niscent of patents issued to Nikola TesJa in the late 19th and early mally productive, yet potential, and in any moment available, 
20th century. Tesla was most wellJk:nown {or having obtained. in for anack and defense. The power transmined need not be nec
1888, patents for his entire system of polypbase AC power which essarily destructive, for, if distar:rce is made to depend upon it, 
remains today the world standard. I nex~ noted the reference its withdrawal or supply will bring about the same results as 

those now accomplished by force of arms.'" .sources in the patent itself: two articles from The New York 
Times. When I reviewed the articles, they were about Tesla. The The next article referenced in 
articles referenced in the US patent the patent also ran in The New 
were --=~--~  York Times (September 22, 
extremely _ ~ 1940) and reads, in part, as fol

4,686,605
interesting in� (111 Patent Number: lows: 

Aug. 11,1987 "Nikola Tesla, one of the that they� (451 Date of Patent:United States Patent l19J� truly great inventors who were. in part, 
celebrated his eighty-fourththe basis for� NewYorkTUnes(12,l81\5)P.8 Ccl. 3.EasUund birthday on July 1.0, .tells 

the research Primary E:wnU""r-Salvaw<C Cangialosi the writer that he stamds l54! METHOD,\ND APPARATUS FOR 
into this tech ALTERIJIlG AREGION IN THE EARTH'S Auo"'~)" AgtJtl or Firm-Roderick W. MacDonald ready to di vu Ige to the 

ATMOSPBE'RE,IONOSPBEllE, ,\NDIOR nology. The� Cf United States Government 
l57) ABS'!'RAMAGNETOSPBERE� A mem lIP

d
, apparaNS for alJering at reast one the seCi:ret of his 'teleforce'first article 

(75) In"entor. Bernard J. Eastlund, Sprini. Tex. odselected region whi.ch nannally existS above the with which, he said, airfrom The New li ) i\Ssignce: AP'fl, InC., Los Anieles, Calif. earth's surface. The region is excited by electron plane motors would be York Times 3� cy"lotron resonance heanng to mereby increase its 
(21J APP\. No.: 690,333� melted at a distance ofcharged particle density. In' one ernbolliment. ciJ<;\l(December 8, [22J Filed'. Jan. 10, 1985 larly polarized electromagnetic radiation is transrnit. 250 miles, so that an 

1915) reads, in (51) InL Cl.' HOSB 6/64; HOseH05H3/00;1/46 ted upward in a direCtion subStaIltWly parallel to and invisible Chinese Wall of 
along a field line which extends t!uOUgh me region ofpart, as follows:� Defense would be built 

[52) U.S. Cl ··..·..· 361{Z31; 89/\.1 I; plasma to be altered. The radiation is transrniued at a 38~59; 244(\58 R� around the cou.ntry...t'rcquency which eJ(l:ites electron cydotron resonance 
" N i k 0 I a [5&) 361/230,231; to bell and accelerate the charged particles. This "Th is 'teleforce', heFic\dofSearch� tTesla, the 244/158 R; 376/100. 89/\.\1; 380/59� increase in energy can cause iQnization of neun-a1 said, is based on an 

particles .which are then absorbed as part of me inventor, has� e.ntirely new principleReference Cited region mereby increasing me cb;lrged particle density filed patent l561 PUBLICATIONS� of physics that 'no Ol1e 
applications� of the region. has ever dreamed 

Libett'i Magazine. (2135) p. 7 N. Tesla.� 15 Claims, 5 Drawing Figuros 
on the essen-� about', different from 

New York nmes (9(27140) Section 2. p. 7 W. L.tial parts of a the principle embodl. 
machillle, 'the l..aw:ence ied in his inventions 
pOSSibilities of 'I relating to the trans
which test a mission of electrical 
layman's imagi. power from a dis
nation and c tance, for which he 
promise a paral- has received a num
lel of Thor's ber of !basic patents. 
shooti ng thun This new type of 
derbolts from the force, Mr Tesla said, 
sky to pliJnish would operate 
those who had through a beam one 
angered the one hundred-mil
gods... Suffice it Iiontlh of a squa re 
to say th at the centimeter in diam
inveliltion will go ete'r, and could be 
through space with ~ generated from a 
a speed of 300 special plant thalt 
miles a second, a r would cost no 
manless ship with \� more than 
out propell i ng $2,000,000 and 
engi ne Ci!r wi.ngs, _ would take only about three months to 
sent by electricity to construct. 

any desired point on the "The beam, he states, involves four new inventions, two of 
globe on its errand of destruction, if destruction its manipulator which already have been tested. One of these is a method and 
wishes to effect.� apparatus for producing rays 'and other manifestations or ener

'lilt is not a time,' said Dr Tesla yesterday, 'to go into the gy' in free air, eliminating the necessity for a high vacuum; a 
details of this thing. It is founded upon a principle that means second is a method and process for prodUcing 'very great elec
great things in peace; it can be used for great things in war. But trical force'; the third is a method for amplifying this force; and 
I repeat, this is no time to talk of such things.' the fourth is a new method for!roducin g 'a tremendous electri

'lilt is perfectly practicable to transmit el'ectrical energy without cal repelling force'. This woul be the projector, or gun, of the 
wires and produce destructive effects at a distance. I have system. The voltage for propelling the beam to its objective, 
already constructed a wireless transmine~ which makes this pos according to the inventor, will attain a potential of 50,000,000 
sible, and have described it in my technical publications, volts. 
among which I refer to my patent number 11,119,732, recently 'With this enormous voltage, he said, microscopic electrical 
granted. With transmitter of this kind we are enabled to pmject particles of maner will be catapulted on their mission of defen
electrical energy in any amount to any distance and apply it for sive destruction. He has been worki ng on this invention, he 
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added, for many years and has recently made a number of 
improvements in it" 

There was a third reference which was apparently authored by 
Tesla which could not be obtained. The ideas expressed by Tesla 
in. these articles raise more questions about the version of 'law and 
Grder' likely to rise from any military organisation controlling such 
technology. In recent days, we have seen many of the excesses of 
the military establishment mtesting their 'peace-keeping' tech
nologies to the detriment of individuals in the population. If this 
technology is to be implemented anywhere, it should be done so 
openly and honestly, and only when it can be demonstrated as safe 
and worthwhile for improving the human condition. The idea of 
unleashing such power into our planet's ionosphere is disturbing at 
aminirnum. 

The patent number 4,686,6,05, issued August II, 1987 tj) 
Bernard J. Eastlund and assigned to APT!, Inc., is one of three 
Felated patents by the SjUTle inventor--one of which was locked up 
under a Navy National Security Order for six years in the late 
19805. In the text of the patent, a number of issues of conCern are 
raised. These patents revisit and go beyond the technical applica
tions envisioned by Tesla. The patent is quoted as follows: 

"In the past severall years, substantial effort has been made to 
unde_r.sland and explain the phenomena involved in belts of 
trapped electrons and ions, and to explQre the possible ways to 
contrQ~ and use these phenomena for beneficial p.urposes. For 
example, in the late 19505 and early 19605 both the !United 

MAGN·ETIC SHELL 
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States and the USSR detonated a series of nuclear devices of 
various yields to generate Ilarge numbers of charged particles at 
various ailtitudes, e.g.,. 200 kilometers or greater... 

"This can cause confusion of or interference with or even com
plete disrupJion of guidance systems employed by even the 
most soph'islicated of airplanes ·and mrssil'es. The ability to 
employ and transmit over very wide areas of the Earth a plurali
ty of electromagnetic waves of varying frequencies, and to 
chang~ same at will in a random manner, provides a unique 
ability to iote_rfere with all modes of communication, IIand, sea, 
and/or air, at the same time. Because of the unique juxtaposi
tion of usable fuel oSOurce at the point where desira'ble fieldllines 
intersect the Earth's surface, such wide-ranging and complete 
communication interference can be achieved in a ,reasonably 
short period of time... rhus, this invention provides the ability 
to put unpre_cedented amounts of power in the Earth's atmos
phere at strategic locations and to maintain the power injection 
level, particularly if random pulsing is employed, in a manner 
far more precise and better controned than heretofore~ct:Om
lplished by the prior art, particularly by the detonation of nudear 
devices of various yields at various altitudes... Further, by 
knowing the frequencies of various electromagnetic beams 
employed in the practice of this invention, it is possible.not only 
to interfere with third party communications but to take advan
tage of one or more such beams to carry out a communications 
network even though the rest of the world's communications 
are disrupted. Put another way, what is used to disrupt anoth
er,'s communications can be employed by one knowledgeable 
of this invention as a communication network at the same time. 
In addition, once one's own communication network is estab-
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Iished, the far-reaching extent of the effects of this invention 
could be employed to pick up communication signals of others 
for intelligence purposes... 

"This invention has a Iphenome-Ilal variety of possible ramifica
tions and potential future developments. As alluded to earlier, 
missile or aircraft destruction, defl'ection, or confusion could 
result, particularly when' rrelativistic particles are employed. 
Also, large regions of the atmosphere could be lifted to an unex
pectedly higli altitude so that missiles encounter unexpected 
and unplanned drag forces with resultant destruction or deflec
tion of same. Weather modification is possible by, for example, 
altering upper atmosphere .wind patterns .by co.nstructing one or 
more plumes of atmosphenc partIcles which Will act as a lens or 
focusing device. Also as alluded to earlier, molecular modifica
tions ofthe atmosphere can take place so that positive environ
mental effects can be achieved. Besides actually changing the 
molecular composition of an atmospheric region, a particular 
molecule or mole.cules can be chosen for increased presence. 
For example, ozone, nitrogen, etc., concentrations in the atmos
phere could be art.jfidally increased. Similarly, environmental 
enhancement could be achieved by causing the breakup of vari
ous chemical entities such as carbon dioxide, carbon monox
ide, nitrous oxides. and the like..." 

While the device being constrUcted is not large enough to cause 
all of these effects, it is of sufficient ,size to test the ideas of Dr 
Eastlund as expressed in parIS of lthe patent. The Military denies 
that they are using any of the 
East1lund ideas; however, careful 
review of the materials 'lead to the 
inescapable conclusion that the 
Military is misleading the public 
again. 

[n a press release by the United 
States Air Force dated November 3, 
1993, the Military anno.unced that the 
prime contractor on the HAARP pro
ject was ARCO Power Technologies, 
Inc. The press release indicated that 
the project was design.ed for auroral 
and ionospheric research. They indi
cate: "The ftrSt phase of the program 
is und'erway to develop and test a 
low-power high-frequency (2.8-10.0 
MHz) prototype transmitter auay," 

ARCO Power Technologies, Incorporated (APTI) is a sub
sidiary of Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO) which owned the 
Eastlund patent rights at the time the HAARP project was put out 
to bid. In researching APTI, I utilised the directory, America's 
Corporate Famifies 1993 (vol. 1, p. 156), which is a Dun & 
Bradstreet publication. The record indicates that this firm has a 
president in Los Angeles and a CEO and staff of 25 employees in 
Washington, DC, with sales of US$5,OOO;OOO a year. ARco, the 
parent company, is the largest employer in Alaska, primarily 
involved in the North Slope where it controls ttiUions of cubic feet 
of natural gas and billions of barrels of oil. The natural gas 01] the 
North Slope has been injected into the Earth rather than 'flared off 
as in most parIS of the world. The gas has been injected in order 
to maintain oilfield production while pumping up to 1.6 million 
barrels of crude oil a day. No markel for this gas currently exists, 
although significant interest in building a US$12 billion pipeline 
remaius on the drawing boaros. A market for the gas is in the 
interests of ARCO. 

How does a smaU subsidiary company acquire a military con
tract for such a project? According to the records, it w<1n the right 
to build the project through exemptions in the military procure
ment process. The contract with APTI was over five times the 

organisation's annual sales. It is the assenion of this writer that 
the only way a vinually unknown company in the military con
tracting environment could get such a contract is if they possessed 
proprietary information of use in the project, i.e., the Eastlund 
patents. 

In a fact sheet issued by the Office of Naval Research and the 
Phillips Laboratory about HAARP, dated November 4, 1993, the 
following is indic.ated: 
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The following was taken from the United States AiF Force 
"Record of Decision, High-frequency Active Auroral Research 
Program (HAARP), Final Environmental Impact Statement", 
dated October 18, 1993: 

"The data obtained from the proposed research would be used 
to analyze basic ionospheric properties and to assess the poten
tial for developing ionospheric enhancement technology for 
communications and surveillanc.e Ipurposes... The research 
facility would be used to understand, simulate and control 
ionospheric proresses that miglilt alter the performance of com
munications and surveillance systems... Furthermore, and pos
sibly more significant, is the potential for new technology Ithat 
could be developed from a better understanding of ionospheric 
processes. A potential DoD application of the research is to 
provide communications to submerged submarines. These and 
many other research applications are expected to greatly 
enhance present DoD technology. 

"The Air force and Navy Iproposes to build and operate the 
most versatile and capable ionospheric research facility In the 
world. The government intends to utilize the unused Over-the
Horizon Backscatter site near Gakona, Alaska for this program... 
Research requirements stipulated that the selected site must fall 
in the range of latitudes b.etween 61 and 65 degrees, either 
nortih or south. This latitude provides the proper mix of active 
and inactive auroral states. Siting constrilints included that the 
site must be: on US soil, on DoD land to the maximum extent 
practicaL" 

This project is more particularly described in the "loint Services 
Program Plans and Activities" (February 1990), issued by the 
Navy and Air Force. It becomes cleaF that the Military has no 
intention of looking at the northern lignts, as the aurora is called in 
Alaska. This project is intended for one purpose and one purpose 

Stan Ross� 
1/4pg ad� 

only: to learn how to manipulate ,the ionosphere in a manner simi
lar to and exceeding the capabilities of the facilities operating in 
the Soviet Union. This facillity will be the largest of its type in the 
world and will be located in a Ilatitude most conducive to the prac
tice of the invention developed by Eastlund. 

In researching this projec~ I searched a database for local arti
cles about HAARP, and located a multi-page piece which was run 
in a news supplement to the Anchorage Daily News, "We 
Alaskans" (December 15, 1991, pp. 9-14). It was actually a 
reprint from an earlier artIcle in The Washington Post. A'laska's 
United States Senator, 'fed Stevens, is quoted in the article defend
ing the funding of HAARP. It appears from the article that the 
Senator may have been left with incomplete information by the· 
project"s promoters. Nonetheless, his comments on the project 
were interesting. The article is quoted as follows: 

"At the hearing of the Senate Comm,ittee on Rll!e>'ffild 
Administration in June 1990, Stevens defendedl earmarking and 
attacked the process of scientific peer review: 'I could ten you 
about the time when the University of Alaska came to me and 
said it might be possible to bring the aurora Ito Earth. We might 
be able to harness the energy in the aurora ...,' the Senator 
declared according to the hearing. 'No one in the Department 
of Defense, no one in the [ilep'artment of Energy, no one in the 
executive branch was interested in pursuing it at all. Why? 
Because it did not come from the good old boy network. So I 
did just what you say I should do. I got Congress to earmark the 
money, and Ithe experiment is going on now. It will cost $10 
million to $20 million. If it is successful, it will change the his
tory of the world.' 

'''In August 1990, Stevens went to the Senate noor to once 

Graydon Rixon� 
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Continued from page 55 

again praise the potential in the sky. 
'We have in Afaska what I consider to be 
one of the most exciHng research pro
jects that I have ever encountered,' he 
said. 'It is the experiments that are going 
on, trying to determine if it is possible to 
harness the energy of the electrojet for 
the use of mankind.' The experiment, he 
went on, 'has the potential of using a 
laser beam to be a conductor of this 
energy back to Earth... It is an experi
ment that, when I first heard about it, I 
thought someone had rewritten a new 
chapter of Jules Verne.' 

"The bill went to the Senate House 
Defense Appropri aHons Conference 
Committee, which then waived both the 
Competition in Contracting Act and a 
1988 law requesting merit review of 
defense grants to Universities." 

The project costs are between US$2S and 
$30 million and it appears that those 
informing the Senator about this project 
may not have given him clear and complete 
information. The result was that the pro
ject got a reputation as a 'pork' project and 
was declared by the press a waste of 
money. The Senator was mislead by infor
mation distorted perhaps by those seeking 
his help in funding the work. Nonetheless. 

the project got the money needed to make 
it a reality. 

In the May-June 1994 ,issue of 
Microwave News, Eastlund describes a 
"full. global shield" of accelerated electrons 
created with RF transmitters. The HAARP 
project "obviously looks a lot like a first 
step towards this," Eastlund said. He 
noted. however, that the applications he has 
described would require a significantly 
more powerfyl device with a much larger 
antenna-perhaps 20 square kilometres-= 
Ntan the full-scale HAARP IR!. 

The inventor, Dr Eastlund. in a Fetter 
reviewed the HAARP request for proposal 
issued by the Military and concluded that 
"review of the HAARP RFP has convinced 
me that the planned antenna could be con
sidered a first step towards the antenna 
described in the patents." He stated fur
ther: "The beneficiall civilian uses of the 
antenna are as interesting as the military 
applications. For example, I am working 
on the use of the antenna for rep'lenishmem 
of ozone in the ozone 'holes' over the 
Arctic and Antarctic." 

While the Military continues to deny that 
the Eastlund patents are being utilised in 
this project, the switch will be thrown and 

we shall all soon see if zapping the ionos
phere will be one more step in control of 
environments alld free communication sys
tems. We can hope that this tec.hnology. 
which has the profound possibility of cor
recting some of the human-generated prob
lems of ozone depletion and air pollution. 
will be used for all of our benefit. This 
writer is of the conviction that many of 
those engaged in the service of national 
security have yet to demonstrate an enlight
ened understanding of the balanc.e between 
control and freedom. 

About the author: .-' 
Nick Begich. Jr was born and raised in 

"Afaska. He is tbe eldest son of the late 
United States Congressman and Alaska State 
Senator, Nick Begich. Sr. . 

Nick. Ir is currently employed by the 
Anchorage School Dis'triet as a mid-level 
manager. He is past President of the 
Anchorage Council of Education and the 
Alaska Federation of Teachers. 

He is currently pursuing his interests in 
government and science lIS an independent 
researcher. Mr Begic1h has commined his 
resources and time to the improvement of the 
human condition and welcomes open com
munication. 
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